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We can solve Monmouth Ave.
For more than a decade now, people have wondered whv a h,Kv
thoroughfare rudely bisects the Oregon College of Education camnus
"u/h S' aculty' and administrators have all asked the question
"Why can't we close Monmouth Avenue?"
question,
and
avenue.

3 threat to the lives of more than 3,500 students
sawders who attend classes on either side of the

Aesthetically, the concrete course of Monmouth Avenue is a dismal
NJ1?"
* sjomted architecture on theOCE campus
Not only does the street divide the campus, but it makes travel
between classes a chore rather than a contemplative trip to £*£
shoul^eUtThheV„enue gnaWS
roots of what a college
M the
campus
very
g3"dy d,Spla> of Passi"S a"tos destroy the
serene natural T
Tere
tmos
(Ir!« o n
Ph that should exist on a campus.
nerhanc
°',ege of Education is a campus without a focus Or
S° tramP|ed and transient that
rouXa^rusr1^'
h*
Over ^he v^a
. ""u gPaSS C°U'd "0t "Ve within its midstyears, plans have been made, meetings attended and in
terest groups lobbied, yet all these efforts have met with frustration

Automobiles currently hold a big lead in the battle
of Monmouth Avenue. (Photo by Bill Coffel)

tollege immunity called for
closure of ,MonPmon.dheSA?USed ^
closure of Monmouth Avenue within the boundaries of the OCE
campus and replacement of the road with a new one which would
bypass the college to the west.
In 1969, the state system of higher education funded the project but
aii adverse reaction from a small portion of the communitv caused the
Monmouth City Council to balk and the plan was frozen.
Since that time, the City Council has seemed willing, but the monev
has never been available.
">«ney
And now, complete closure of Monmouth Avenue and the subsequent
funding of a bypass is a dream whose next chance to come true will
occur in 1975. The state board has already placed the road project too
low on its construction list to be funded during the next biennium
So why not just be content with the status quo and continue muddling
on between those car-lined curbs? Because there is no reason,
you can't eat it all in one bite, keep biting till the job is done.
There is a remedy to the current situation
Close Monmouth Avenue between Church and Jackson streets and
simply reroute traffic down Church or Jackson and then around the
campus rather than creating monumental safety and aesthetic
hazards on the campus.
It s a temporary solution that would require a minimum of inconvenience to members of the community. It's a solution that would
require the joint efforts of students, the Campus Planning Committee
the administration, and the Monmouth City Council.
It's a solution within our grasp.

Mike Haglund
lamron 2 editor

McClinton considers problems

Will trees and other living things (like peopl
ever win the war? (Photo by Bill Coffel)

OCE s yearbook. • . 'family' or failure
budget..." The article then went
on to detail what Lee was doing
about saving The Grove.
Several weeks have passed
since the original article and the
status of Lee's '72-73 Grove as
well as the undelivered '71-72
Grove has remained a mystery to
the student body. An interview
with Lee indicates that The
Grove is not yet rid of those
problems described in that
earlier issue. In fact, OCE's
yearbook may not be printed at
all.
The 1972-73 yearbook has been
named The Family Grove. Its
financial status is somewhat
precarious at the present time.
Yearbook sales have reached a
stunning 200-250 books. Certainly,
that is not much out of a total
Del Drake. . .1971-72 Grove
student population of 3600.
editor works on an unfinished
Family Grove staffers must sell
yearbook. (Photo by Coffel)
at least 600 yearbooks in order to
sign a contract with the
by MALCOM KOCH
A recent article in lamron 2 publisher.
Advertisements are totalling
stated the following about The
Grove, OCE's yearbook, and its $516, which is $516 more than last
editor, Lee McClinton: "Plagued year. Currently, The Family
in recent years by understaffing, Grove must sell $2000 in ad
poor communication,
late vertising in order to publish.
Hediger,
business
distribution, and low sales, the Roger
publication narrowly escaped manager and ASOCE student
elimination from this year's body president, thinks he can

reach that figure by soliciting ads
from nationwide concerns.
Organizationally, there has
been a vast improvement. The
staff currently numbers 24,
including 6 photographers. Both
writers and photographers
receive a definite assignment at
the beginning of each term. The
assignment of a specific area
together with a grade insures
that Family Grove staffers will
complete assignments without a
gap in information.
In addition, Lee informs me
that a workshop on every other
Tuesday has been instituted. Its
purpose is to plan and learn about
yearbook production. It should
result in a very critical
evaluation of what will go into the
yearbook before it is printed.
Consequently, the quality of the
yearbook could improve greatly.
Nevertheless, The Family
Grove is still facing a serious
problem. Confronted with a lack
of revenue from a lagging student
populous which is not purchasing
yearbooks and the need for more
advertising, the 1972-73 yearbook
may not become financially
solvent.
Yet, another problem, last
year's yearbook which has yet to
go to the publisher, threatens to

affect The Family Grove. At the
present time the 1971-72 yearbook
has 68 pages complete, out of 192.
The remaining 124 pages were
received by this year's staff last
Wednesday from Del Drake, the
editor, for completion by Lee's
staff. Numerous pages did not
have anything on them, all of the
pages needed pictures identified,
and 35-50 pictures still need to be
taken.
Molly Leonardini has been
given the difficult task of com
pleting the 1971-72 yearbook. This
may take between two and three
weeks, but only if those •in
dividuals who assisted in some of
last year's activities could
provide information and pic
tures. Some help may come from
the information and publications
department but it is important
that those individuals provide
assistance.
If the 1971-72 yearbook is not
completed, ASOCE could lose
well over $8000 because of the
commitments made by last
year's staff. First, refunds of $7
per student (those buying last
year's Grove) will have to be
made, that is, $4200. Also, costs of
$1300 for salaries already paid,
publishing costs for the 68 pages
already printed, wages for the

Lee McClinton. . .editor of the
1972-73'Family Grove' has big
problems. (Photo by Coffel)
American Yearbook repre
sentative, and 700 yearbook
covers at $2 a cover.
"This will affect The Family
Grove," says McClinton. "OCE
doesn't know how to fund a
yearbook adequately. Currently,
we are subsidized $2,000 from
ASOCE and have an income of
(continued on page 3)

lamron 2 answers
'gay' rebuttal

Politics since the movement
BY REXWEINER(AFS)
nolice barricades across the street from the
New York City - New York's a desperate
Americana Hotel and boredI ea<ch other an
town these days, the kind of desperation born
the cops with stale guerilla theater^ ana
of boredom. Like shipwreck survivors adrift,
unoriginal chants from four years ago. Nixon
searching for land, everybody seems to be
delayed his arrival by two hours a not-tooasking frantically "What's the next hip thing
clever ruse which nonetheless enables him
gonna be?" For sure, in New York, the good
arrive heralded in the streets only by the
ship Counterculture has sunk.
assembled scores of his own young and
You can't go anywhere in New York these
cheering supporters-the opposition had
days without somebody saying monotonously,
"The Sixties are over, man." Radical politics
^ The aforementioned Zippies tried to pull
have become definitely un-chic. Jerry Rubin
themselves together upon returning to New
and Huey Newton caused barely a right-on
York In addition to following up on the huge
comment showing up a a fashionable
mailing list they had gathered from the weeks
premiere for Jack Nicholson's new movie at
in Flamingo Park with a newsletter, the Zips
the N. Y. Film Festival. At the jet-setty party
devised a plan to "bug
the
ixon
afterwards at the Ginger Man restaurant a
headquarters on the fourth floor of the
wry line of graffitti scrawled in the mens
Roosevelt Hotel. Wearing masks and gloves
room read "Jerry Rubin votes."
in imitation of the Watergate crew a party of
New York politicos stirred themselves this
ten actually entered the mid-town hotel, burst
past summer for the Miami conventions, but
into the fourth floor and released several jars
the activity, for the most part, seemed per
of live cockroaches (the "bugs") much to the
functory. Stickers that appeared on
befuddlement of the security men. But the
downtown walls urging attendance at the
media never picked it up as "news , so of
Miami demonstrations seemed to hang with
course the whole thing was a non-event.
half-hearted glue. The Zippie contingent of
News of all this now circulates in New York
the Youth International Party, based in New
primarily via gossip. Everybody is a yenta
York, tried valiantly to inject some
these days, and the city thrives on rumors.
imagination into the Miami effort, but the sort
There is no underground newspaper, for one
of theater they performed has lost its
reason. The Rat faded away long ago. Last
audience. A twenty-foot joint hauled all the
January the East Village Other, surely one of
way up Fifth Avenue last May caused a
the landmarks of the counter-culture, died of
couple of media giggles, and a Smoke-in that
old age and fatal debts on its seventh
was held in Central Park, well...what else is
anniversary. A new paper immediately
new? The Sixties are over, man. A junkie
sprang up--the New York Ace, and tor six
Shoot-in-now, that would-ve been something!
months and nine issues and about ten
Coming back after the Miami ordeal (both
thousand dollars, New York had a radical
Democratic and Republican) was like
focus again--but just before summer, the
returning with Napoleon from the steppes of
money ran out. End of party. Many of the
Russia. "Shoulda stayed home," was a
Acce people went to work at the National
common opinion. People didn't know what to
Lampoon while others are just hanging
expect when they went down there. But they
around, waiting. Waiting. Yeah, the Sixties
surely didn't expect much...nothing. Devoid
of real spirit, lacking in creativity, empty of
are over, man.
The Sixties are over, the Fifties are over,
any sense of new adventure, empty of any
the Forties are over, the Thirties are over, the
sense-the Miami demonstrations were
plainly a last gasp. And of course the geriatric
Twenties...As a matter of fact (the way I see
setting was perfect: the Movement went to
it) all that stuff is over, over, out of the way.
Miami Beach to kick the bucket once and for
The old identities have merged with the
mainstream-hip and hippie and yippie and
all. So be it.
At the end of September, Nixon came to
radical and all that jazz. A brand new
New York. Only a bare 500 mustered them
character is now set to emerge ~ both
selves to protest. They were the same 500 that
culturally and politically - and it will
always show up to demonstrate, perhaps with
probably have a great deal to do with sur
the same compulsion as Catholics going to
viving the next four years under Nixon.
confession. They stood harmlessly behind
That's hip enough.

Snaky
Licks
"In a spirit of raw-guts
adventure, the bare-chested
voyagers of the good ship Snaky
Licks sail into the unknown
waters of vicious slander, un
founded rumor, and backstabbing libel, with perhaps a faint
undercurrent
of
annoying
drivel."
HUMOROUS SATIRE by
Rob Crawford and
Dave Watkins
It is with great sadness that we
return to our labors having so
briefly mourned (in an elaborate
ceremony involving two weeks,
four gallons of petroleum jelly
and a fence post) the tragic and
untimely demise of the late
lamentable David Weatherby.
It seems, however, that
numerous events of noteworthy
moment have transpired in our
fortnight's absence, three of
which certainly deserve treat
ment in our weekly potpourri of
satiric delight.

LATE MODELS
REASONABLE RATES
3 Months Rental
May Apply on Purchase

ROEMS
456 Court St., Salem, Ore.

i «#•*
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oppressin of Straight White Male
Society'. Although I Couid
dismiss this as a worn rhetorical
trick designed to enlist the aid of
other minorities, I feel there is a
more important question in.
volved-that
of
arbitrary
prejudice.
It seems unfortunate that an
intelligent human being, one
whose kind has suffered the ef
fects of brutal prejudice and
social ostracism since time
immemorial, can now find it
within himself to subject others
to the same pain on the same
arbitrary and unreasoning bases
of race, gender, and sexual
preference.
Once again, I speak for all of
Lamron 2 in apologizing for our
delay in printing Mr. Hons's
letter-but I hope that in the
future, he and others who have
suffered oppression can be a little
more careful, and a little more
sensitive, in labeling their op
pressors.
WOODSY OWL HOOTS:

yjgave forests
and parte dean
.or cleaner.

0 o rx r

GIVE A HOOT DON'T POLLUTE
>P9C

Popourri of satiric delight
In the noblest spirit of comprehensive journalism, then, we
of Snaky Licks are compelled to
offer for your perusal this week a
broad compendium of those
portentous occurrences.
The first such matter of import,
word of which rushed to our
palatial abode high atop Mount
Lamron on the lips of an extraordinarily talkative (and
generally outgoing) sheep, was
this year's reincarnation of that
perrenial glitter-fest, the OCE
Homecoming gala.
Although ceremonial obligations precluded our attendance, we have it on good
ye f s M,aglc
Mmllp /
A
vpa?<fnl'cn0 glC^Tn m
years past, flew on gilded wings
TTh?
populace preventing suicides
p r e s e r v i n g t h e e co lo gv an d
apnpraiiv nactino
: »u

darkest corners
With the unfortunate

°

6

exrentinn

of a ^w momerfteMn^pUtude

a rSTSSSS
the placing of the iewel-encrusted

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

by ROB CRAWFORD
feature editor
I was deeply disturbed last
week by the letter to the editor
from Paul Hons, a very articulate
and courageous human being
who
happens
to
be
a
'homosexual'.
Mr Hons was understandably
irate about our printing a
previous letter two days after the
meeting it was intended to
announce. The delay was due to
our inexcusable negligence in
misplacing the letter in question,
and for that we offer our smcerest apologies.
But Mr. Hons did not stop at
that.
Apparently
on
the
assumption that our mistake was
a manifestation of prejudice, he
went on to make several unfairly
hostile implications.
One was his representation of
lamron 2 editor, Mike Haglund,
or perhaps the paper in general,
as 'The Man'. As defined in
Hons's previous letter, 'The Man'
is the straight white male who
sets up and controls this society —
the oppressor.
This identification is grossly
unfair, and accurately represents
neither Mike Haglund nor the
Lamron 2 staff in general—
i several letters have been lost in
the confusion of Lamron 2's
I organizing weeks, but no one here
sits down and decides which ones
they will be.
Mr. Hons also implied that
some prejudice was involved in
the fact that several small signs
in the College Center announcing
the meeging were overshadowed
by larger, more attentiongrabbing signs. To this I can only
answer that the responsibility in
this instance lies with those who
made and posted the signs, not
with some vague and oppressive
'they'.
Perhaps the most unfortunate
aspect of Mr. Hons's letter,
however, was his mention of 'the

Crown on the head of this vear's
radiant queen, the Coronation
was
celestially
beautiful,
enhancing the delirious em
chantment of the Homecoming
balls (if the shoe fits. ) and

paving a path of infectious
enthusiasm for

0f

the voting electorate to do the general Lamron 2 policy of
same, the president coasted to responsible journalism,
easy victory in an election that
Although condemned by cer
tain disruptive factions (hen-ne
saw Americans in securityminded millions stream to the as "lending new dimensions o
polls in defense of the American the word chicken-shit , tne
Way.
statement is said to have met a
Despite freak-alarmist war- warm reception from student
government and administration
njngs that the president has, in
officials, who reportedly terms it
effect, yelled "kill the hippies"
everyone's 'responsible'and'a new waveot
and wm 'rjp 0ff>
rights while they are busy collegiate journalism',
cheering we of Snaky Licks
Although innumerable other
issues clamor for keen analysis
warmiy ' endorse this thrilling
reaffirmation of America's "cash and public exposure (Polk S®
makes right" heritage, and campaign coverage and tn
suggest
that
when
your recent Amazing Disappearing
'protective surveillance' device Peace Scare are two), it seems
obnoxious to tap-dance on *
Comes, have it installed at about
eye level on your wall - tastefully
sedition editor's feelingsand then ask for
garnished with a bouauet of more sDace--so we bid you adieu
Whatever nZers are shT legal
Next^k -! We ma/deal with
Liberation Movements.
Your 'bug' can make a welcome
a n d f u n c t i o n a l addition to the
lOWM,™ O
decor of any room.
lcUTirOll Jd

thlngs, and thus a bare second in
°"r considerations, was the re-

Competing for attention with
Homecoming and the national

=S"ea^M!!hous,N^n^0Ur

weeks

— arduous campaign, of the

and secunty-inspinng
r
w[.uXff"tlve' .
"WnTu
•' iPlr°
sSim! n
c ®
cP L „ A" ose Cover Before
Xgnew, the president

u

purs.ued a

campaign policy of

W3S'

°f

C0UrSC'

"sinessmgr
®sS STANTED1TOR
fea™«7d°tOR
^litical EDITOR

column, Snaky Licks.

FINE ARTS EDITOR

fk!llfully

threadin8

ri

followers by radio from South

into a well-knit package of ideals

Engaging the awesome OTI
Owls in what might be termed
a monument to prudent S
scheduling, the intrepid football

Al

game

on

J"* ting the efforts of his
?aricay

crattlly

ignoring the
pre?OSte,rous
charges and
!? questlons hurled at
him, and convincing 65 per cent

sr-SKr?nzsr

noon. Yearly subscription rate,

Mike "Runt" Haglund.
destined to become the
deflmtlve example of forthright
courageous journalism, the
P°1,cy statement concerned the
direction and future of this

^ctlngThT^ff
ec

football

Lamron 2 is a student-operated, swjf^
pushed weekly newSPaP«r Co-.t« tr.

laSt

m courageous
mT%
STnTy2 policy

Saturday.

lifetime

that once-in-a-

Wolves capped the entire affair
with a stunning display of
gridiron finesse, besting their
worthy foes by a lopsided
margin.
Marring the joyous conclusion
of the week's festivities, according to rumor, was a slight
misunderstanding in the Wolves'
locker room - but one player
reportedly involved in the
disruption was said to remark,
"But we thought that was what
the Homecoming Court was for!
After all, we did win the
garne.
All in all, the several days of
exuberant merriment were a
?ter,1'ng success challenged only
by th,'S yoar
of *e ever
popular Beanie Bounce for top
^
°CE h alHime r°Ster °f
triumphs.
0nly
slightly
leSS
impor'l
tant in the cosmic scheme of

concepts

like constructiveness' and 'tact'

which will serve as the guiding
light for future Snakv Licks
endeavors, the fighting young
editor brought the sometimes errant column into line with the

$3^a

_
we's

,

Ha.lu„d

.
ko«»

?anJv°poii°ck

^^^NTED,T0RLa^%•«£
NEWS STAFF
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Dave LoV
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photo staff
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Lamron 2

What that sfunny brown smoke?

Kissing Bear rides again
by LONN SWANSON
political editor
(Author's Note: The following
reversal of contemporary trends
is not meant to criticize, demean,
a discrimination
or reflect
against, Indians. Rather, this
manuscripts purpose is to remind
White of their responsibility in
dealing with any 'minority
group*.

"That's just got to be a bunch of
Sitting Bull!" Chief Running
Nose exclaimed, as the puffs of
smoke that made up his words
were sent skyward from the top
of the great Red Teepee, "how
could a group of whites take over
the BWANA office right here in
Sioux City?!" Running Nose
gazed intently through his
televacuum receiver as a reply
quickly floated up from a
surrounding hillside:
"I dunno Chief," came the
reply, "but the entire wigwam of
the Bureau of White Affairs in
North America here has now
been occupied by some 400
Whites from all over the coun
try!"
Suddenly the cloud of smoke
dissipated, and from another hill
a message quickly filtered in"Sorry, sir, your three moons are
up!"
"What!" Running Nose ex
claimed, "who is this?"
"This, sir," came the reply, "is
your
Smell
Televacuum

TEACHERS
DO IT./
ccnd it's , ^

about time)

TEACHERS ARE

PUBLISHING, EDITH

NO PRETENSIONS

SUBSCRIBE NOW

TO THE ONLY MAGA
ZINE.
TO PR.I NT CLASS
ROOM (preschool +E»-u
+welf+*
grade)TEACHE£5
Orq LY«..
ORTUR.N ON YOUR
FAVORITE TEACHER'.
$ 3 fer -four issues
THE TEACHER.PAPER

OCT- DEC - FEB- APR

TUE TEACHER PAPER/

2221 NE23«STRJEET
PORTLAND ORE 9TZI2_^

ENCLOSED FIND *3~
FORTHE NEXT FOURISSUES OP T.R

Operator. Please deposit 16 br
avcS out of South Dakota.. .»
trinkets and 3 beads if you wish to
„n0W' spirit. but I made him
continue. . ."
an
offer
he couldn't refuse. If he
But squaw, there must be
some mistake! I'm the Chief, the comes up with another greedy
treaty, he gets three of my best
Heap Big Chief who lives at 1600
Pocahantas Avenue - and I was squaws, the use of my new Pinto
for a season, and two free tickets
talking on the Hot Line."
to the Ghost Dance this Saturday
"Frankly, sir, it doesn't matter night
y
night!"
whether your smoke is hot, or
"Well, all right, but I think
loaded with menthol, I still want
Tonto would have been a much
my wampum!"
better choice."
"All right, Squaw, but I'm not
"Just wait, Spirit, you'll get
gonna stop those Braves in the your chance to make these heap
Hong House when they start big decisions in four summers.
investigating
S m e l l After all, what warrior is going to
Televacuum."
Then, as quickly as it had
disappeared, the puffs of hot
smoke that held the words of
Assistant Chief Spirit in the Sky
reappeared on the far horizon:
What s the deal, Chief, did you
get a hazy connection?"
"Nevermind" the big chief
grunted, "all you need to know
Spirit, is that I'm thinking of
sending my Chief Ambassador
and famed Medicine Man,
Kissing Bear, over there to work
out a deal with the Whites."
"But can he do it?" Spirit
asked, then continued, "Ever
since he helped you pull all our

AITEWN«TIVE FEATURES SERVICE

lamron

Grove status (con'd)
$7,000. We are short in funds that
need to be used for special color
effects and to provide the
flexibility for lay-out (design of
the yearbook) and quality."
"By completing Del's Grove,
The Family Grove staff will
save ASOCE from an $8,000
financial liability, on a Grove
that is on par with those in the
past. Since that money can be
saved, I think there should be a
commitment of $2,500 from
ASOCE to the Family Grove."
"A commitment of less than

phrases that he had heard were
familiar to the Whites.
"Right now," the man nearest
to him began, "we're in our
encounter group trying to resolve
how we got here!"
"Have you reached any
conclusions?"
;
"Yes, another man replied,
"all but 42 of us are the products
of artificial insemination!"
"I see," Kissing
Bear
responded,
laughing
conspicuously, "but I meant, <
have you reached any agreement
on any demands?"
The man nodded affirmatively,
and began listing some of the
White's demands; which in
cluded the return of all rights to
recreational facilities in the
ancestral stadium, ball parks,
bowling alleys and dance halls,'
and the return of all color TVs,
radios, stereo tape decks,
cameras, and other artifacts that
were confiscated by BWANA
officials over the years.
Surprisingly, as soon as the
demands had been stated,
Kissing Bear approved them all
and left to collect his rewards
from Running Nose, while the
Whites left the wigwam to return
to their appointed reservations.
And that night, when a scout
from a local hide asked Kissing
Bear to relate his policy for
reaching such a quick decision,
he smiled and replied, "Always
promise the White everything,
but give him nothing. . .and be
sure and fill your peace pipe with
marijuana!"

news2's
synopsis

military hardware rolled into
NATIONAL:
London - A skull estimated to Red Square, as Russians
be at least 2.6 million years old celebrated the 55th anniversary
was uncovered near Lake Rudolf of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution.
in Kenya, providing evidence However, the rhetoric of the
that the beginning of man was at speakers, which in the past
least IV2 million years sooner has included threats against the
than is generally believed. United States and China, was
Richard Leakey, the son of famed conspicuosly mild in its con
anthropologists Louis and Mary demnation.
Buenos Aires - Meyer Lansky,
Leakey, made the fossil
discovery that could upset many a U. S. underworld gambler who
of the existing theories of the was refused entrance to Israel,
has now been expelled from the
evolution.
Bonn - A goodwill treaty bet Latin American nations of Boliv
ween West and East Germany ia, Paraguay, Brazil and Argen
was signed this past week, tina. Lansky, a 71-year-old Jew,
opening the way for the establish had requested entrance into
ment of normal diplomatic Israel on the Law of Return,
relations between the two which promises citizenship in
countries. Later, negotiations Israel to all Jews, but the Israeli
between the Big Four powers - Supreme Court rejected his bid
the U. S., Russia, France and on the grounds that it did not
Britain - provided for the two want organized crime to spread
Germanys' entrance into the to Israel.
London - One of five letters sent
United Nations.
from India to Israeli diplomats
Moscow - The usual parade of
here exploded in the hands of a

(continued from page 1)

refuse Spirit in '76?
You speak with silver tongue
Running Nose!"
"That's the spirit, Spirit!"
Running Nose replied, "so make
the arrangements. I have to run
My squaw and I have been in
vited to a feast at the Arapahos."
And so it was settled, and not
too many moons later, Kissing
Bear arrived "
atv "«=
the owaina
BWANA
SJ£!!?m ]?. his chaffeured black
P1™' hissing Bear had long
u!h" ^ C.hief's spokesman, and
mftn°L°nly negotiated an end to
M1® f'glitrng in South Dakota, but
had successfully persuaded the
Whites to leave tiny Manhattan
Island,
former
tribal
a
center, after a group
o Whites had taken it over and
held it for several months.
But now, Kissing Bear knew he
faced an even more difficult task
- to persuade the group of Whites
to leave the luxurious wigwam
they now occupied and go out into
the cruel, harsh reality of a
predominantly Indian world. He
knew he must not embarrass his
great Chief, and therefore could
not allow the use of tomahawks,
bows and arrows, or other forms
of direct persuasion. As he
entered the captive wigwam, he
found the groups of Whites had
parked their station wagons in a
circle, and were all seated
around a microwave oven, eating
their TV dinners in the ways of
their ancient culture.
"What's happening?" Kissing
Bear asked, trying to gain their
confidence by speaking in

$2500 will mean that Del's
yearbook will not be completed.
There are several reasons for
this. The '71-72 Grove is an
obligation we should not have had
to bear in the first place and
ASOCE should have insured that
The Grove would be completed.
The work load increase will mean
that my staff can not spend the
time required to produce a
quality Family Grove. In ad
dition , the financial bind we are
in does not allow us the flexibility
needed for producing a quality
Family Grove."

Jewish diamond dealer, seriously their search for bodies after the
wounding him. Agents from U. S. freighter African Neptune
Scotland Yard were able to stop slammed into the mile-long
the other four letters before they Sidney Lanier Bridge. Five
reached their destinations, but persons are known dead, but an
British officials warned that the additional six are still missing.
bomb could be a part of another
Orlando, Fla. - The three
worldwide Black September plot. hijackers who held 31 persons
Saigon - South Vietnamese captive for 28 hours while flying
President Nguyen Van Thieu met over 3,800 miles to eight different
with Gen. Alexander M. Haig, a cities, were taken into custody by
special envoy sent by President Cuban authorities in Havana. The
jet was forced to crash land in
Nixon,
Thieu
reportedly
remained firm on his demands Havana after FBI agents shot out
for a complete pullout of North the plane's tires after it took off
Vietnamese troops, despite a from the Orlando airport, the last
personal letter sent by Nixon American city visited by the
urging Thieu to accept a cease touring hijackers.
Washington - Richard Nixon
fire plan as soon as possible.
Washington - Indians oc won by a landslide in the
cupying the Bureau of Indian presidential election, but the
Affairs office in Washington Democratic Party retained
during the week, began leaving control of the House and Senate.
after accepting a White House STATE:
proposal to review some major
Salem - Oregon taxpayers are
Indian grievances. Government due to receive a $20 million
officials then announced that the refund in income tax because the
Indians had caused over $500,000 state has been withholding too
in damages during their brief
much from paychecks. Robert
stay.
Smith told the State Emergency
Washington - The Air Force Board that the state plans to
refused to ground the Fill fight reduce withholding rates in the
er-bombers depsite three unex future in order to avoid refunding
plained losses in recent weeks collected taxes.
over North Vietnam.
Salem - Ross Morgan,the
New York - Lawrence Berson, director of the Oregon Em
a 17-year-old college student who ployment Division, warned that
had been held for more than a the state can expect further
week on charges of molesting five reductions in federal manpower
women, was released after police training and other social
arrested another youth with a programs soon. As a result of
remarkable resemblance to President Nixon's taking $85
Berson. Berson so resembled the million nationally out of these
true assailant that four of the programs, Oregon has already
victims had picked him out of a lost an estimated 1.7 million
police lineup.
dollars, and Morgan predicts
Brunswick, Ga. - Heavy tides further losses will come in the
hindered divers Wednesday in near future.

NAME:
APDRESS:

CITY:
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BMA seeks funding

Third World battles local social stigma
by PAT COCHRAN
assistant editor

An overwhelming sense of
art shows. Primarily it is an
attempt to educate the Caucasian frustration is settling like a cloud
Riley O'Ferrall walked into the
community with the Third World on the Black community of
Lamron 2 office, sat down, gave a
cultures...not as the White man Monmouth. "Social, cultural, and
half hesitant, half confident tug
sees it but as it is viewed by the economic activities are virtually
on the brim of his hat and
non-existent for the Third World
Third World population.
proceeded to talk. Not "just talk"
In the past Senate has person in Monmouth. I feel if I
but heavy, gut level talk of the
consistently denied all requests can deal with this reality and get
Black Motivation Alliance
for
funding of minority groups. through it then I can surely deal
(BMA), Black people, and Third
The prevailing view of the with the reality of America",
World members in general.
Senate, as expressed
by quipped Riley O'Ferrall. The
He began by explaining how the
O'Ferrall, is one of apathy and feelings behind BMA that are
OCE Black Student Union (BSU)
unacceptance. "This isn't a propelling it onward can be well
had been changed to the Black
picnic for Black students or any seen in the following letter from
Motivation Alliance which put its
Third World students", O'Ferrall the Executive Secretary of the
emphasis on the furthering of
emphatically stated. He went on Black Motivation Alliance:
education, cultural exchange,
to add that BMA wants people to
and social and economic bet
understand them and their
terment of Black people. BMA
We continue to Fight for the Sake
culture. Through this under of the true peoples of the World
has since been changed to include
standing there is hope that "our
in these goals all Third World
American society can progress
With the oppressed, tortured
into a positive state for peoples of the world we cry, sigh,
everybody. Maybe through and try to Unite in order to
understanding we can make this relieve the pressure. Man's spirit
world
livable
for
every is the Humanity or Inhumanity of
individual.
the World. As representatives of
Many BMA members see the oppressed, We will fight for
ASOCE's refusal for funding as the sake of Humanity, against
a valid attempt to destroy Third Inhumanity. It's easy for White
World people's moral and blot out people to say, "We're going to
all Third World types from the help you", because they are the
picture at OCE. Riley cited the main cause of Inhumanity. But
case of the Black students at against you we have fought and
OCE. This fall there were 20 many have died and we to o shall
Black students, by winter term 25 give all we have with or without
percent of those will have your help.
dropped out. By next year only
three will remain unless things
have changed. For most, the
Power to the true peoples
pressures of the community are
Native South Africans
too much. "We are some kind of
Native Rhodesians
an oddity to these people.
Peoples of Vietnam
Something to be poked at, stared
Peoples of Bangla Desh
at and
examined",
says
Peoples of Puerto Rico
O'Ferrall.
Third World peoples of
He feels that many of the
American, etc.
prejudices could be alleviated if
We pledge Unity of mind with
the college and community really
the oppressed people of the
wanted to see them gone. The
world. This is more powerful than
••to
•
i 1HI
BMA feels that no one really
any of your dollars made to steal
Rile\ O F errall, BMA member, raps on about the goals, frustrations and problems of the Oregon
wants to see any change, no one
the
true people's wealth Whitey.!
College Third World Community. (Photo by Bill Coffel)
wants to stick out their neck for
Our freedom has been been
fear of bigotted public ridicule
guaranteed Us so you oppressors
and slander. Social life is also
of the Mass are fighting a
very messed for the Third World
hopeless battle.
student, "You can't live without
By a Black Motivation Alliance
3) Genital area
emphasizing what the symptoms primary relationships", says Executive Sec.
by DAVID WATKINS
4) Anus
are and where treatment was Riley," and the Third World can't
"Once aroused (however), available.
Tonight, Dr. Joseph Trainer
get them...not here at OCE."
Definition of Whiteywill give the second of four lec everything becomes a (sexual)
The cooperation of these
The two help sources men
Cultural
or individual extures dealing with America's sensory receptor," Dr. Trainer tioned were:
Third World peoples to ally
ceptence of those who live off the
touchiest subject (next to said. "All responses go through
themselves
with
the
BMA
and
Marion County Health Center
+ wealth of another culture or
the brain to the septal area and
political campaign funding.that
work for student government
2455 Fanzion St.
people
is) - SEX.
register as pleasure." The septal
funding has been relatively
Salem, and,
-hSouth African diamond
area is the receiving area for the
The lecture is free, starts at
nominal. A general feeling
mines and land, Puerto Rican
senses.
about 7:30, lasts until nine or so,
Cry of Love Clinic
prevades however, that should
land, American Indians land,
and will be by the fireplace in the
1190 12th St. S. E.
He touched lightly on some of
funding be granted a majority
College Center. The IK's have
the psychological implications
(In the Salem Culture Center) would participate. Hesitance to exc.
sponsored
Dr.
Trainer's
Salem.
in sexual activity. "If the first
join the cause has been for two
appearance, and I feel they have
experience with sex is a very
Tonight, the good Doctor will main reasons: 1. Many groups
Riley O'Ferrall looked at me
brought someone who can give
disagreeable or unpleasant thing, pick up where he left off, and feel the Black students are much and said, "We are both living,
the subject a good informative
the impression will last. But if the answer questions he wasn't able too militant and that, 2. through laughing, crying, breathing
once-over.
experience was pleasurable, you to get to last week, (Homecoming association with this "militant" organisms and we have to in
Dr. Trainer is a graduate of U
will seek it out again."
got in the way).
group they would be jeopardizing teract because we are living
of O and has been a professor at
He then got into some of the
If you have a question that's their own chances of receiving beings. That's reality and you
the University of Washington and
"fringe benefits" of sex -- been bothering you, (like "What any types of funds. The proposed can't get around it". That an
at Walter Reed Army Hospital.
benefits that won't cause any are those funny little things down budget would consist of ap inner knowledge was faintly
He treats sex with a pleasant
union uproars if not received. I'm there, and will they ever go proximately $2,800.00,
the perceptable in his voice could not
mixture of humor and in
talking about venereal disease. away?"), write it on a 3x5 card majority of which would go be denied. He sat back, gave a
telligence. His lectures are
For purposes of his lectures, Dr. and bring it with you.
towards salaries to support the confident tug on the brim of his
technical enough to stay away
Trainer re-defined venereal
hat and said, "I'm glad I'm a
tutorial and other programs.
I'm
sure
the
doctor
will
try
and
from slang terms, yet he makes
disease to mean "Any disease answer the question without
Black man."
references to things everyone can
likely to occur when two people having you undress on the stand.
relate to as common experience.
associate with each other."
And who knows, maybe everyone
His first lecture dealt with the
He then covered quite a few
has em, and you should worry
mental aspects of sex - where
things, from colds to syphilis, about it if they do go away.
different stages of excitement
take place in the brain, and what
portions of the brain control
which stages of sex (ie. - love
erection, ejaculation, sexual
fantasy, sex drive or desires
etc.).
He then listed the four principal
CLOTHES FOR MEN
areas of the body where the
E
mucocutaneous organs (erotic
1 9 8 Liberty S t r e e t , N. E.
585-7200
nerve endings) are located wherever skin and mucus
- Salem, Oregon 97301
membranes meet. They are the:
1) Mouth (just inside) which
explains why kissing is as
pleasurable as it is.
2) Eyelids ("The Japanese
butterfly' kiss, and there's 106
OPEN M0N & FRI TILL 9 PM
es
million of them.")
peoples. Third World, for the
purposes of the BMA refers to all
minority groups, that is, those
people who are not Anglo-Saxon,
Caucasian.
BMA hopes to assimilate itself
with the ASOCE (student
government)
and
become
something of an appendage to
that organization. Based on the
argument that anyone who
acknowledges the specific
cultural differences of America's
minority groups has to admit that
this nation is not the melting pot
of peoples and cultures that it
would like to think that it is, the
BMA hopes to become an ex
tension of student government.
The Black students on the

OCE campus feel that student
government and much of the
administration has to deal with so
much red tape and minor, in
significant details to accomplish
the slightest task that they would
be much better off doing it
themselves. Consequently they
formed the BMA to serve the
needs of their Third World
community. The proposed tasks
of the BMA would include a
tutorial program, a recruiting
program to increase the Third
World population at OCE,
hopefully bringing it up to an
equal ratio with the over-all
minority population of America.
Also included would be cultural
affairs such as dances, speakers,

Sex in College Center tonight

WiCoupon of the Week!!
Hires Root Beer
Nesbitts Orange - Strawberry q/ * J
Bubble Up - Dr. Pepper
Squirt • Pepsi

" ,
and COUPON

GOOD ONLY AT

Independence IGA
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European med schools
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^ American
medical schools
gain ad
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Loc&l prices compared

lamron 2 reviews
local food cost
by DAVID WATKINS
and DAVID LOVIK

The Lamron decided that
maybe people would be in
terested in knowing what things
cost in the greater Monmouth Independence area, so we made
up a list of items purchased as
more or less basic foods, went
around to six of the local stores
and wrote down the prices.
Stores that offer green stamps
are indicated by S&H and it
should be kept in mind that if
their prices are higher, you do get
the extra benefit)?) 0f green
stamps with your purchases.
Another thing to be taken into
consideration is the hours a store
is open. If its open late or during
Sunday's and / or holidays, their

prices will tend to reflect the
extra service available.
Here are the store hours of the
Slx:
M-Sat Sun
Highway market
9-10 9-10
Independence IGA 7-9 9.55
8-11

8-11

M&F AG
8-8
9-6
Mayfair + S&H
9-9 10-7
Websters
9-9 9-9
We chose name brands so that
we could be sure we were getting
the prices for the same items.
The brands are listed with the
item in the cases where we used
them.
If we could not find a specific
item, the price column will in
dicate NIS, not in stock. Other
brand names are probably
available at the store.
The prices listed for Mayfair
Independence IGA, and M&F AG

effec .on Monday> Nov.
n
TrAu?uCeS hsted for Webster's
IUA, Highway Market and Lads
were in effect on Tuesday, Nov.

Items that were specially
priced on those days are not
marked, but if there is a subalKdifference' the item
mf0ni!lhave
Plight
been on sale
However, less than 5 per cent of
the items were on sale at the
time.
There are many items we left
o t the list due to space
requirements. The list is not
complete. The prices are ac
curate for those days, and we feel
they give a fair picture of the
overall price ranges of the six
different stores.
Here is the comparison, draw
your own conclusions.

Item
Market
Lads M&F AG
IGA
Mayfair
Websters
Hamburger per lb.
.69
.69
.69
.69
Rd. Steak per lb.
.69
.69
1.49
1.28
1.09
1.29
Sirloin Tip Roast per lb.
1.09
1.29
NIS
NIS
NIS
1.39
Chuck Roast per lb.
NIS
1.29
NIS
.69 boneless.89
.79
Center Cut Pork Chops per lb.
.65
.79
.99
.88
1.19
1.39
Cut-up Fryers per lb.
NIS
1.19
.49
.45
.43
.65
Center Cut Ham Slices per lb.
.59
.59
1.49
NIS
NIS
1.49
Boneless whole ham per lb.
1.49
1.59
1.49
1.39
NIS
1.49
Radishes per bunch
1.29
1.29
2/29
2/29
NIS
2/25
Green onions per bunch
2/29
2/29
2/29
2/29
NIS
2/29
Lettuce
2/29
2/29
,29 / lb
,29/ lb
*39 / lb
2/69
Celery
.39
ea
135 / lb
*29ea
*29
ea
25
ea
s
,29ea
,39 ea
Potatoes 10 lb. bag
? 23 / lb
.79
.69
.79
.69
.49
Potatoes, loose
.69
,13 / lb
•15/
lb
NIS
*15
/
lb
2 lb / 29
Cabbage per lb.
2 lb/29
.19
.15
.15
.10
.19
Lg. yellow Apples per lb.
.15
NIS
.20
.20
.29
.20
Naval Oranges per lb.
.35
.20
7
/
1.00
.10
7/
1.00
7/ 1.00
Lg. Tomatoes per lb.
.25
.45
.59
.49
.49
.59
Artichokes per ea.
.59
NIS
2/45
NIS
NIS
.25
Medium Eggs, 1 doz.
NIS
.53
.51
.59
.45
.53
Campbell's soups per can
.51
Tomato
3/49
7
/
1.00
,15 ea
2/31
*16 ea
7/ 1.00
Veg. Beef
NIS
*25 ea
*25 ea
2/43
,23 ea
4/89
Chicken noodle
,20 ea
* 20 ea
:
20
ea
2/37
,19 ea
2 /37
Skippy Peanut Butter
Smooth or Chunky, 28 oz.
1.09
1.19
1.25
1.09
1.12
1.09
Mayonnaise
Be • Food.89
Kraft .74 Best Foods.79
Kraft .72
Kraft .72 Best
f
Foods.75
Heinz Catsup 26 oz.
D< Monte 53
.39
.61
.53
.49
.55
Blue Bonnett Margarine
1 lb. cubes
Nucoa .39
3/1.00 Nucoa 2 /79
.35
.37
2/75
Heinz Apple Cider Vinegar,
1 qt. bottles
NIS
.49
.49
NIS
.43
.49
Morton's Salt, 26 oz.
2/33
2/ .35
, 17 ea
.16 ea.
2/35
2/33
Black pepper 4 oz.
.53
.53
.53
.39
.53
..53
10 lb. C&H Sugar
1.39
1.33
1.29
1.31
1.29
1.31
10 lb. Gold Medal Flour
1.35
1.39
1.39
1.32
1.29
1.29
Name Brand Bread
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
Store Bread
.29
3/85
3/85
.29
.33
3/85
Canned Vegetables
Diamond A
Diamond A
Diamond A
Santiam .29
Green Beans 1 lb. cans
2/53
2 A 53 Del Monte .28 Dei Monte .31
3/79
Whole Corn, 17 oz.
Del Monte .29 Diamond A.25 Diamond A.27 Del Monte .28 Del Monte .29 Diamond A.25
Sliced Beets
Del Monte 3 /89
s & w .35
3 / 1.00 Diamond A.31 Diamond A.26
Folger's Coffee, 3 lb.
2.97
2.79
2.77
2.89
2.86
2.89
Coffee Mate, 11 oz.
.69
.79
.77
.87
.82
.87
% Gal. Milk Carton
.55
.71
.73
.71
.71
.71
Carnation Evap. Milk
3/65
5/1.00
4/89
.22
.26
4/89
Taco shells 1 doz.
.49
.49
.49
.49
NIS
.49
Potato chips, 3 bag box
.59
.59
.54
.59
.59
.69
Cottage cheese 1 lb.
.43
.41
.43
.43
..41
.35
Carton King Filter cigs.
2.99
3.19
2.98
3.19
3.19
3.19
lk Gal. Ice Cream
.99
.89
.98
.98
.79
.99
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A
unique
concept
in
C
n
a
PlaC
ement
Eu
TM cIn a li
' romed
TMcan aid and Jassist qualified
American students in gaining
admission to recognized overseas
medical schools. Just as im
portantly, the Euromed TM
program is designed to help the
American student succeed there.
Research has shown that the
high rate of attrition (80-90 per
cent) among non-national firstyear students at European
medical schools is attributable
not to a lack of academic
achievement, but to lack of
comprehension of the language
and culture of the country in
which they're studying, and thus
inability to compete effectively
with native students.
To help American students
reach a high level of competitive
capability,
Euromed
TM
provides, in addition to ad
missions aid, an 8-12 week, 200300 hour intensive language
orientation course, given in the
country where the student will be
attending medical school.
Specifically structured for
American students entering a
European medical school, the
course is mandatory and covers
medical and academic ter
minology, as well as con

versational vocabulary in the
local language.
A series of informal individual
and group cultural orientation
conferences supplement the
language-learning part of the
Euromed TM program. To help
incoming students adapt to this
new academic and national life
style, sessions are headed by
senior
American
medical
students now attending school in
the particular European country.
Senior or graduate students
attending a U. S. university are
eligible to participate in the
Euromed TM program.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained by
phoning, toll free, (800 ) 645-1234.
Or write, European Medicai
students Placement Service
Inc 3 McKinley Ave., Albertson,'
N. Y. 11507.

Hess joins
ed council
Dr. Leland Hess, a political
science professor at OCE has
been
appointed
to
the
Educational Coordinating
Council for a term beginning
Nov. 7, 1972 and ending March 15
1973.
faculty member has been ap
pointed to the council which
coordinates public and private
education in Oregon schools from
kindergarten to college.

Magna

VALUES
..THAT GIVE YOU MORE

Compact in size . . . big in features, model 9280
offers amazing performance . . . plus a small price tag.
Its 4-speed Micro-Changer with a 2-pole motor has a
ceramic pickup and automatic off. Two 6" speakers
project great Magnavox sound. Complete audio
controls, too. And, it's just one of many Magnavox
Fall Entertainment Values . . . including TV, radios
and tape. See them all, today!

Complete Stereo
Phonograph System

ONLY

95
*89

Adolf's Electric
MAIN & MILL STREETS
PHONE

DOWNTOWN DALLAS

623-8115
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Entertainment guide

Mike Walsh directs campus art project guides' attention to a specific work in his show. (Photo by
Bill Coffel)
Friday sessions will cover

Crochet workshop
The OCE Art department is given workshops in crochet at
universities and
sponsoring a crochet workshop colleges,
this Friday and Saturday. Bonnie galleries in Washington and
Meltzer will be the teacher. Ms. Oregon. She was a faculty
Meltzer is an artist who has taken member at Haystack 1971 at
the venerable craft of crocheting Cannon Beach.
Regarding her workshop she
and transformed it into an art
form. Her works in this medium says. "The workshop will be
have been widely exhibited in about breaking the doily
museums and galleries in the stereotype. Crochet used to be
northwest and on the east coast. about doilies but it is not
anymore. I try to teach two
Besides being an accomplished things at a workshop: the basics
artist, she is an experienced of crochet and then what one can
teacher in her medium and has do with it."

these topics: tools, materials,
textures, forms, shapes and
stitches.
Saturday sessions will include:
design, color, crocheted clothing,
sculpture and hangings. Par
ticipants should bring heavy
yarns, twine, jute, string, cord,
ribbon.leather, etc. as they wish,
and scissors. Boye brand crochet
hooks are specified. An assort
ment of large hooks is recom
mended.
Registration for the workshop
continues up through this Friday.
Non-students will be charged a
$15.00 fee, with a reduced fee for
students.

Art Guides at
OCE -- a first
lucid.
The guides are informed about
each new art exhibit in the
gallery by the exhibiting artist, if
possible, or by the OCE art
faculty with meetings held in the
gallery. When schools schedule
visits, the guides will provide
information about the artist and
his work and will conduct a tour
of selected studios in Campbell
Hall art building.
The purpose of the program for
children is to help them develop
perceptual
and
aesthetic
awareness, openness to new
concepts and forms of art, un
derstanding of visual art as a
vital part of environment, un
derstanding the artist as a per
son, the feeling of being at ease
with art. The guides feel the
program offers them an
by the Monmouth-Independence- opportunity to expand knowledge
Dallas Branches of American of art as well as the opportunity
Association of University Women to serve the community.

If on a between class sojourn
through the Campbell Hah Art
Gallery you notice an exhibit ot
woven things hanging from the
ceiling, hanging on the walls
standing on the floor or encased
in plastic; you have discovered
the second Campbell Hall Gallery
"107" show of the 1972-73 season.
And if on browsing among
these sculptures you happen to
notice an attentive attractive
lady sitting in the room or
discussing the visual subtleties of
a piece with a gallery visitor, you
haven't discovered a soft core art
gallery guard bent on keeping
sweaty tactile sense organs from
caressing the complex textures of
Mike's fiber sculptures. But what
you sleeping ear will be startled
to hear is: CAP is the new
Campus Art Project sponsored

to provide informed guides for
school children and their
teachers and for other groups or
individuals visiting Campbell
Hall Gallery 107 at OCE. Terrific,

isn't it!
If in a confused fog you carom
from art work to art work
befuddled by the contemporary
pieces that don't seem to look like
anything else, pieces that squawk
at you or reflect you or conjour
less than nobleness in your being;
perhaps you can profit by visiting
the gallery and cornering the
day's gallery guide-one of the 15
ladies in the "Campus Art
Project."
I've visited the gallery on
several occasions this week, and
on each visit I've found each
guide warm, intelligent and

Myriad Madnesses
by
LARRY
POLLOCK
entertainment
editor

After the election last Tuesday
with the massive maniacal mobrule like mindless concensus that
reinstated Big Mr. Dick I started
putting in the storm windows; it's
going to blow; it already sucks.
The movement in the state is
for courses and programs in
schools (all levels) with mea
surable objectives, courses
that point somewhere, whose
purposes aren't the subtleties and
textures of the course content
itself - but rather, an accrueable,
measureable, testable sure fire
developer of job skills, an ad
vancer of portable careers, a
finisher of rough out block heads
who are measured, sawn, planed,
and shellacked into a set of
principles en a single shared
level, a linear agreed level that
furthers the American way of
truth, justice and cream cheese
for all.
The arts cannot survive
directly in this sort of climate. I
was recently told that the Public
Broadcasting System is in
disfavor with its federal
benefactors. This fine and
amazingly fresh approach to
national television broadcasting
may be forced to trim down;
remember the NET programs
the early morning blackboard
recipfes on nuclear fission and
open E tuning - the whole critical
mess?
So, education (the idea that the
physical
and
imaginative
universes are in some way
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approachable, but never fully
knowable - therefore the im
possibility of making the mind in
its myriad madnesses sub
servient to a political paradigm,
subservient to a political
construct that is simple-minded
even in comparison to many
primitive societies) will be that
which is amenable to the
political powers and public
opinion that somehow co-create
one another in their football
bounce movement.
Art has always been sub
versive, at least in some degree if for no other reason than the
artist's lifestyle being anormal.
I see two possibilities: further
subversiveness and less contact
with a seemingly large portion of
the culture (it amazes me; I still
don't believe the American voter
ate the whole thing). This would
be a renaissance to the subr
culture that has seemed to fall
into disuse, discord and discard;
or those institutions that can
survive by playing the game, by
venerating the hideous overlord I realize this choice is the com
plex choice, complex in the
appearance - reality song and
dance performance that any
pragmatic choice is.
You, at this point, probably are
wondering where, just exactly,
am I going. It is simply this: I
think we have a considerable
responsibility, if we freely
criticize our community, to
examine and perhaps help
strengthen the virtues our
cynicism will allow the com
munity.
At OCE there is something
more than Monmouth or In
dependence as small nor
thwestern towns would seem to
indicate; there is a community of
varied and disciplined artists,
scientists and teachers - in

CAP guides include volunteers
from AAUW OCE Women's Club
members, and other interested
persons in the community. Mrs.
Max Larson is chairman of the
group. Current members are:
Joan Larson, Agnes Ruth Rice,
Evelyn Smith, Sandy Nelson, Bev
White, Wanda Kenyon, Shirley
Garrison, Noni Soldati, Jean
Kershner, Mary Moranville,
Barbara Kersh, Corkie Opplinger, Gail Meyer, Lloye
Liedtke, and Sylvia Alva.
Ruth Culbertson represents the
OCE Art Department. Inquiries
about scheduling visits to
Campbell Hall Gallery 107 or
about membership in CAP
Guides can be phoned to the Art
Dept. secretary at OCE.

coming events

telligentsia.
The
science
department has its attractions;
the bimonthly seminars are
excellent. The music and
humanities departments too have
their programs, allowing any
interest and, especially, energy a
starting place.
The art department has artshows planned back to back (we
plan a calendar of these shows) in
the Campbell Hall Gallery. There
is also, starting with the Mike
Walsh fiber sculpture show, a
community art guide project.
The form then, is extant.
Survival and growth of the art
department's art guide program
depends now on local interest;
take advantage of these things,
folks. I've attended the science
seminars; they are informative
and useful, useful in the sense of a
new point of view -such things as
volcanism in the Cascades.
- If nothing else, there is a
satisfaction in being able to
stand, in apposition to prevalent
attitudes, and persist.

FILM

Portland State .University, 75 Lincoln
Hall. "A Love Dossier," and "Zoya," 7:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Oregon College of Education , Music Hall.
"Gay Purr ee," 6:30 and 8:45 Friday.
THEATER

Portland Civic Theater, Main Stage.
"Oliver" 8 p.m. Thursday and 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
Portland State University, Shattuck Hall.
"King Lear", presented by the Portland
Shakespeare Co., 8:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.
Slabtown Stop Theater, NW 26th and
Savier. "U. S. A.," a comedy-drama, 8:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
The New Theater, 215 SE Ninth. "SolitaireDouble Solitaire," 8:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.
O.C.E., Administration 202. Ray Sewell
reading writings of Flannery O'Connor. Nov.
21st at 8:00 p.m.
Oregon College of Education, Campbell
Hall 222, Crochet Workshop offered by
Bonnie Meltzer. Runs Friday, Nov. 17 and
Saturday, Nov. 18. Registration Fee of
$15.00.
Oregon State University, Fairbanks
Gallery. Paintings and drawings by Walt
Tomsic.

Portland Civic Auditorium. Harkness
Ballet of New York. Nov. 16 at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets $6.50, 5.50, 4.50.
Portland Civic Auditorium. National
Ballet Company of Washington, D. y
"Sleeping Beauty". Nov. 25 at 8:30.^ Cin
derella," Nov. 26 at 2:30. Tickets $5.50, 4.50,
3.50.
Portland Memorial Coliseum. Stephen
Stills and his band, Manassas, 8 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 16.
Portland Civic A u d i t o r i u m . Carlos
Montoya plays flamenco guitar at 8:30 p.
Friday, Nov. 17.
Salem Armory, The Hollies in concert with
the Rasberries and Danny O'Keefe. 8 p.
Fri., Nov. 17.
Willamette University, Smith Auditorium
Isaac Stern, violinist, Nov. 15 at 8 p.m.
Oregon College of Education, Music HalL
M. E. N. C. Students performing their ow
compositions. Nov. 16, 8:00 p.m.
O. C. E., Music Hall. Music Clinic, Nov. 17,
9:00-3:00.
SPEAKERS

Lewis and Clark College, Pamplin
Center. Jeanne Dixon, famed psychic,
p.m. Friday.
Portland State University, B™p,St!!^
Lounge of Smith Center. Robin b
jng
reading his own poetry and discu ^
Canadian poetry, 3 p.m. Friday No •
Free.

PORTLAND /4UTO SHOW PRESENTS

PLUS THE GRASSROOTS
NOV. 21 thru NOV. 26
Tues-Wed-Thurs 6 to 11 PM
Fri-Sat 1 to 11 PM • Sun 1 to 7 PM

Tickets'
Adults $2.50 • Age 6-12 $1.50 • Under 6 Free

Special Exhibits:
Volvo Experimental Safety Car • Special
Motor Home Display • Portland's Newest
Police Car • Hundreds of '73 Cars and
Trucks • Four Car Group Worth $100,000

MEMORIAL COLISEUM
Lamron 7

Guest review.

Walsh's fiber sculpture
hv
by

RUTH CULBERTSON
CULBERTSOM

forms, hanging or standing, are
purely decorative. Individual
pieces, and these vary from five
and one-half inches to seven feet
in height, are complete entities in
which any protrusions, projec
tions, or inclusions of foreign
objects such as outdoor lamp
wicks, eyelets, zipper, rubber,
plastic and metal tubing are
integrally related to the total
fiber form. There is no sense of
trickery, no obvious or forced
manipulation of materials or of
the viewer.
The standing sculptures are
entirely self-supporting, fibers
and technique providing a stable
structure in which technique
becomes subordinate to concept
or form, a disciplined means of
personal imagery.
The smallest of the standing
pieces,, ^
exquisite
and encased
cnuasea in
r
MuioUC aim

Art Dept.

exhibit of fiber sculpture
by Mike Walsh subtly sustains a
conceptual theme about the
relation between natural and
ritual forms, man, environment,
and the element of time.
The sense of paradox in the
relationship is developed by
juxtaposing foreign objects of
rubber, plastic, metal, some in a
state of deterioration, with
natural fibers of jute, wool, sisal
and linen.
The neutral color of natural
jute which predominates in the
entire show, down to the very
labels for the sculptures,
heightens awareness of form and
fiber; bright colors would have
appeared
intrusive
and
distracting.
None of the woven and knotted

sug§est

carefully

foThIVed artifaCtS' In c°ntrasf

to these more elaborate forms
are a few slim recumbent pieces'
thin as sticks or whips, saying
much
spontaneously
with
minimal means.
Included are several framed
pieces,
unique
as
fiber
statements and evidencing Mike
Walsh s competency and interest
•n pnntmaking. None of these
works fall into easily defined
categories.
This is a very impressive
showing which demands a long
and searching look
with
thoughtful involvement. Mike
Walsh s exhibit is highly suc
cessful in its quiet insistence, and
through the apparent aesthetic
sensibility, fine craftsmanship
ana
and vis
vision of the artist.

James Cook performs
Mendelssohn and Chopin
A MNIP V\IITncn\r
by ANNE
KNUDSON

Ki;

Sunday, November 12th, was
the occasion of a piano recital by
James Cook, a native of McMinnville, Julliard School of
Music graduate, concert pianist,
and teacher of music at
Willamette University. Dr. Cook
played beautifully to a rather
small audience, choosing two
artists from the Romantic era of
music, Mendelssohn and Chopin.
Mendelssohn dominated the
first hour with Cook's rendition of
"Prelude and Fugue in e minor,"
a passionate piece full of con
trasts in dynamics and mood,
held together by the underlying
rolling movement of the bass.
"Variations Serieuses," and
"Songs without Words" con
tinued the mood set by the first
CAMPBELL HALL

—:

_

,

......

piece a constant building of
tension, not quite resting or
quieting, always cascading
forward out of the rigidity and
predictability of form previously
set by the Baroque artists.
Though Mendelssohn contained
his music in prelude and fugue,
and chorale form, he did not
confine himself within it.
Chopin, his "Nocturne,"
"Sonata in Bb minor," and the
well-known "Polonaise in Ab,"
completely shifted the mood in
the second half of the per
formance. Chopin's tensions,
much subtler and much more
complex than Mendelssohn's,
dropped a kind of haunting
seriousness on the listener. The
almost discordant chords, the
frantic bursts of melody, the
polarities of mood and dynamics
GALLERY 107"

1972-73 SCHEDULE
Oregon College of Education
FACULTY SHOW

RALPH BAKER
"PAINTINGS"

8 October - 3 November
Reception 2-4 P.M.

12 January - 9 February
"HIGH SCHOOL SHOW"

16 February - 9 March
Reception 16 Feb., 7:30-9 P.M.

MIKE WALSH
"FIBER SCULPTURE"

"Buena Vista

12 November - 8 December
Reception 2-4 P.M.

Clay Works 108 Invitational"

1 April - 27 April
Reception 2-4 P.M., 1 April

"STUDENT CHRISTMAS SALE
SHOW"

"OCE STUDENT SHOW"

10 December - 15 December
Reception 2-4 P.M., 10 December
*

|

X;X;

GALLERY HOURS:

7 May - 8 June
Reception: To Be Announced

MONDAY thru FRIDAY-8-5

*

ADULT
Movie Arcade
Pocketbooks
Magazines
Novelties
8mm Film Rentals

|175 Commercial St N.E. Salem Ore.

364 - 0792
Thursday, November 16, 1972

—
Mike Walsh stands rooted in conversation with art reception
visitors Su"day in the Campbell Hall Gallery. Hanging near him is
Attachment Environment No. 4 Root Form." (Photo by Bill
Loiiel)

Don't

this:
miss

Setvell rends O'Connor
The next Humanities Night
program of the term will be
presented on Tuesday, Nov. 21,
and will feature Mr. Ray Sewell,
Assistant
Professor
of
Humanities at OCE, reading,
selections from the short stories
of Flannery O'Connor.

Time of the reading is 8 p.m. in
Room 202 of the Administration
Building. Humanities Night
programs are open to all
students, faculty and staff at
OCE, as well as to members of
the general public. There is no
admission charge.

Stacks of hot wax

MONMOUTH, OREGON

"ACHROMATIC"

in balance-all defined the
"suspension " that Chopin's
music is.
Cook played for a receptive but
not adequately knowledgable
audience. Not knowing Chopin's
"Sonata in Bb minor," was in
four movements, several people
nearly
missed
out
on
"Polonaise," thinking the con
cert had ended. The program,
unfortunately was not infor
mative enough. Some notes on
each piece would have been
helpful, and less awkward. Dr.
Cook's "biography" on the righthand upper corner of the
program, as he commented after
the performance, was rather
economical and hardly adequate
to render a man who seemed to
enjoy involving others in music
as much as Dr. Cook did.

by DAN TOMPKINS
Among these is Rhymes and
Approaching is the heaviest Reasons, Carole King's third
buying (or spending) time of the (and said to be as good as
year. Evidence to this is the great Tapestry). She's an artist to
number of records released watch, as her songs are often
before the holidays. Some are recorded by many other people.
now available and more will be as
Kris Kristofferson, a country
the days go by.
man who also lets his songs get
around, has a fourth album,
Jesus was a Capricorn. He has
had quite a list of accompaning
musicians and helping with
vocals is his old lady, Rita
Coolidge.
The Lady's Not For Sale brings
ELSINOR
Rita's voice out front, where it
Funny Girl
belongs. Included are quality
plus
renditions of tunes by Bob Dylan,
Leonard Cohen and Marc Benno.
Living Free
One might think that the Moody
+++
Blues might have a hard time
CAPITOL
releasing (and selling) Seventh
Brother of the Wind
Sojourn, when Days of Future
plus
Passed (their second lp) is
Paint Your Wagon
enjoying a comeback with the rerelease of "Nights in White
+++
Satin," but this is one of their best
Lancaster Mall
albums.
Fiddler on the Roof

SALEM
THEATRES

+++
N. Salem Drive In
Son of Blob
plus
Dinosaurs
plus
Astro-Zombies
+++
S. Salem Drive In
Thunderball
plus
You Only Live Twice
plus
On Her Majesty's
Secret Service

If you like Herbie Mann or John
Renbourn, you'll want to add Tim
Weisberg's Hurtwood Edge to
your collection. A flute like that
you don't hear every day.
Taj Mahal's Recycling the
Blues and Other Related Stuff is
half live, half studio. The live side
starts and ends with Taj blowing
on a conch. In the studio he is
backed up by the Pointer sisters
and plays a guitar solo.
While waiting for the next Who
album, pick up on John Entwistle's second solo effort, Whis
tle Rymes, and Pete Townshend's Who Came First.
Although they aren't quite as

dynamic as the group on these,
they recruit people not usually
associated with the Who and are
able to concentrate on their own
styles, as opposed to the group
effort.
One and a half years after Mud
Slide Slim, James Taylor (Caryl
Simon's husband) just came out
with One Man Dog.
Not many comedy albums
make good showings, but George
Carlin's Class Clown should be
big. I'm sure that most people
have met folks such as those in
Carlin's monologue, but you
should be warned - this album
contains "The Seven Words You
Can Never Say On Television."
For about the last three years a
magazine called "The National
Lampoon" has been poking fun at
what goes on around us (and
what we do) with satire ranging
from nibling to biting (chomp,
chomp). Included in Radio
Dinner are good impersonations
of John Lennon, Joan Baez, Bob
Dylan and a song called
"Deteriorata."
A growing cult following The
Firesign Theatre will be glad to
hear of the release of Not Insane
Or Anything You Want To before
Firesign splits for awhile. This is
their sixth album. Their
popularity began to soar after the
release of their third, Don't Crush
That Dwarf, Hand Me The Pliers.
As there are more than five
weeks left before Christmas, I'm
sure more records can be added
to this list (and this is only one
quick look at the albums which
are new).
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The illustrious
art of un-study
ters) and
various other
by PAT COCHRAN
paraphernalia that is most vital
ass't. editor
I'm writing this article to to any co-ed.
Nanci heads back to her
nominate Nanci C. Ashton for a
apartment
with the best in
doctorate in the art of un-study.
Few souls before or since have tentions of cracking down and
mastered the technique as well as getting caught up on the six
she. Un-study is some sort of chapters she is behind in Historv.
shirt-tail relation to the un-cola, She decides to catch a few grits
Nanci explained it to me before she starts and proceeds to
once. . .seems they both have cook French toast and bacon.
The neighbor girl joins her and
drinking as a common factor, and
fills
her in on the latest gossip
they both are caffine free.
Before I relate the momentous about John and Gail, Dale and
facts that back Nanci's doctorial Lorreine, Peter and Sue with
nomination let me set down some references to Larry, Jake, Glenn,
basic information about our Phil, Ann, Lynnette, Pat and
candidate. The one previous Christine. Nanci loyally soaks it
distinction that she has earned all in to pass on to her roomies
while at OCE is making it when they get home from classes.
By the time No. 1 neighbor leaves
through her freshman year.
True, the grades weren't the the soap operas have started and
best but every one has to learn! nothing. . .no nothing, can
Now at the ripe old age of 19 going interfere with Days of Our Lives
on 20 Nanci has joined the ranks and All My Children.
Decidedly set on studying
of the illustrious sophomores and
has refined her techniques in un- Nanci realizes that there is no
study over the crude efforts made way to work in a dirty apartment
so spends the remainder of the
during her freshman year.
Nanci's two main social in afternoon washing dishes, re
terests are in boys and hashing the morning's conver
drinking. . .obviously a true blue sation with each of the room
OCE co-ed. She really doesn't mates as they come home and
have a major as yet but is starting a tuna fish casserole for
thinking some where along the dinner. The casserole comes out
lines of public administration or a tad bit charcolized but then that
is Nanci's specialty. Dinner is
home economics.
The fact that Oregon College over around 6:30 and minutes for
does not offer curriculums in the remainder of the evening
these areas doesn't really faze would read something like this:
6:30-6:45 -- Talk to Biology Lab
her in the least. It may mean
going to school for six years but partner on the phone to find out
two extra years of mooching off what was supposed to happen in
mom and dad really isn't that the fateful experiment conducted
shabby of an idea. Besides, think the previous day. Probability and
genetics not being one of Nanci's
of the social life!!
As supporting evidence to long suits she had somehow
Nanci's qualifications and managed to get 26 black wolf
competency in the field of un- cubs and 19 white wolf cubs out of
study let us e amine a thoroughly a litter of 30 wolf cubs.
6:45-7:00 - is spent trying to
typical Thursday. Nanci has one
class, a U. S. History at 9:30. She decide if the new Moody Blues
crawls out of bed at quarter 'til album really is nasty or if they
nine, drags a brush through her just have very poor annunciation.
7:00-7:30 -- Nanci re-does her
hah;slaps some make-up on eyes
still puffy with sleep, crawls into make-up just in case she sees
a pair of faded levi's and a turtle anyone she wants to impress at
neck sweater and heads for class. the library.
Notes are taken on a borrowed
7:45 - Nanci arrives at the
piece of paper and dutifully library and dumps her books on
crammed into a portfolio already an empty desk on the top floor.
bulging grossly. A more in depth She sits down, checks out the
analysis of the portfolio would clientele, finds no one who merits
show that it yields notes from all her interest so begins to read.
of her 13 hrs. of classes, letters,
7:55 -- John stops by and asks
doodles, candy bar wrappers her if she's seen Gail. She hasn't
(our one and only NEVER lit but they talk about the up-coming

down the
street
Dr. Joseph Trainer, in the second of a series of four lectures, will be
in the Oregon Room of the College Center, Thursday at 7:30 p.m. After
a packed audience last week, his topic will be: Human Sexuality:
Gender Differences (plus a little more). -Don't miss him!

+++
Friday's movie is "Gay Purr-ee" starring the voices of Robert
Goulet, Judy Garland, and Hermini Gingle. This award winning
family movie will be shown at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. Admission: 35
cents.

+++
Class pictures for underclassmen have been eliminated in the New
Family Grove. In their place will be dorm pictures and off-campus
pictures. Scheduling for Dorm and Off-campus pictures will becin
s
Nov. 20th.
Anyone interested in appearing in the Family Grove can schedule
pictures through the College Center Office of the Family Grove Office.
Mary Robinson - off-campus; LeeAnn Slawson-Barnum, Butler,
Landers; and, Jeffy Mansfield-Gentle, Arby, and Landers. The
students in the pictures will design the layout with these people

+++
Tonight there will be a concert of original music composed and
performed by OCE students. The one hour concert, sponsored by the
Music Educator s National Conference, will be held in the Music Hall
AudHonum starting at 8:00 p.m. The 25c admission will go to the
The concerts contemporary theme will include selections from a
wIithm"hSet'meCtr°n,C
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As the hours of studying pile up and overlap each other becoming a meaningless dream, break
freeand partake in the illustrious art of un-study!

Steven Stills concert. He asks her
if she wants to go. . .what about
Gail? Too much of a hassle with
her lately it seems.
8:10-8:25 - John has left and
Nanci goes back to reading. Her
mind really isn't into it since
John has stopped by.
8:25-8:45 - Gail stops by and
asks Nanci's advice about
repairing things with John. Nanci
suggests letting him go out with
other people so he will appreciate
how great Gail really is. Gail
leaves.

8:45-9:00 -- Nanci tries to read
but her stomach has begun to
hurt.
9:00-9:15 -- Glenn stops and
talks. They decide to flick in
studying for a while and head off
to King Kong. U. S. History is
beginning to look very trivial.
9:15-10:00 -- Glenn and Nanci
order bitsy burgers and coke
floats. The Coke is flat. Glenn
talks about the basketball
practices and complains about
his bad knee and the unsym
pathetic coaches.

10:00-10:15 - Phil shows up and
asks the two if they want to
partake in a keggar that is going
on down the street a ways. Since
he was making them an offer
they couldn't refuse, they go.
The rest of the evening is
somewhat
classified
in
formation. . .but rest assured
dear reader that no studying was
done. . .at least not in U. S.
History.
Dr.
Nanci C.
Ashton. . .you know, that has
kind of a nice ring to it! Doctor of
the art of un-study. I wonder.

Opening night: a mixed bag
by DAVE RICE
This past week the populace of
OCE had the opportunity to
witness one of George Bernard
Shaw's great satires in the
carefully casted play Androcles
and the Lion. It was great fun to
see and hear Mr. Shaw's wit and
intellect at work; in many
respects this production makes
the play even funnier than it is in
written form.
The play depends in great
measure on slap stick comedy
which is both witty and comical;
but perhaps too much attention
has been focused on this comic
aspect of the play as the satire
and philosophy of Mr. Shaw suf
fer to get through the hilarious
overdrawn characterizations.
Thus the poignancy of the
satire and the philosophy is lost.
That seems to be the only serious
departure from the spirit of the
play. While this in no way
hampers
the
audience's
enjoyment of the play it does
seem that one is cheated out of a
very important part of the play
by the lack of this more serious
aspect of Shaw's satire; the
director, in other words, gets an
"A" for entertaining us but gets a
"C" for not getting the message
across to the audience.
Performances on opening night
were a mixed bag. Best actor
awards have to be shared by
Larry Smith's Ferrovious and
Jason Lee's effete emperor.
Donald Adkins' exasperated
centurion is responsible for most
of the laughs in Act I.
Next come the two courtiers,

Bob Wiard as Lentulus and Steve
Hurst as Metallus. As anyone will
tell you they are the "gayest"
spirits of the play.
Androcles, played by Mark
Wood, is a major role but the
characterization seemed rather
drab by comparison to the larger
than life, animated, roles of the
afore mentioned. Perfectly cast,
Mr. Wood has to settle for the
only life size image in the whole
production, and perhaps it is
unfair to place his performance
this far down the scale just
because he followed the script,
but Androcles does not come
across as witty in the production
as he does when one reads the
play. Tom Scales', Spintho, is
potentially the best charac
terization of the play.

Michael Luchich turned in a
good characterization as the
pragmatic Captain, but he
marred the performance by
rushing through his lines half the
time as did Kathy Eckerman
portraying lovely, idealistic
Lavinia.
Perhaps Lavinia would have
come across better if we had
more clear cut idea of who s
was socially, by encriching n
costume with some "obviou
finery.
Opening night there were few
laughs on potentially funny lin
at the beginning of the play- b '
the wit and humor did co
across. We were all entertain »
we all laughed, and it was fun jBut sometimes too much so.

You are invited to a
"Holy Land Tour Party"
at
Wesley United Methodist Church
West Clay & Whitman - Monmouth
Friday, Nov. 17, 1972 7 p.m.
Doughnuts & coffee will be served
Bring a friend or relative
No charge and no obligation
Lamrofl ^

STUDENTS
Don't Miss This Opportunity To Take Advantage
Of A Comprehensive Insurance Program
program is being reoffered because of the
omission in the information packets
LAST NAME

This card must be completed and
left with the Cashier when fees
are paid.

FIRST NAME

STUDENT'S

TOTAL

NAME

OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
recommends this VOLUNTARY student
health insurance plan to its students,
supplementing the 0. C. E. student
health service.

CHECK ONE OF THE OPTIONS BELOW
FALL*

WINTER4

SPRING*

CURRENT

12 MONTHS

9 MONTHS

6 MONTHS

3 MONTHS

STUDENT ONLY

Dependents

INCLUDING DENTAL ACC*

STUDENT & ONE
DEPENDENT

Nome

INCLUDING DENTAL ACC.

STUDENT a TWO OR
MORE DEPENDENTS

Nome

INCLUOING DENTAL ACC.

Nome

• INCLUDES SUMMER VACATION
*• DENTAL INSURANCE AVAILABLE ON STUDENT ONLY
STUDENT'S

SIGNATURE

• I DO NOT WANT INSURANCE THIS TERM

DATE
NAME OF PRESENT INSURANCE COMPANY

All insured full time students and dependents, 24
HOURS A DAY, ANYWHERE IN; THE WORLD,
including vacation. FREE CHOICE OF DOCTOR
(M.D. or D.O.) AND HOSPITAL. Newborn children
may be added when over 30 days qf age. Benefits
payable up to one year immediately following date of
accident or first treatment for sickness. First treat
ment must be received within 30 day$ of date of ac
cident or beginning of sickness. Claims must be filed
and bills must be submitted within ,90 days after
treatment dateof a covered service. Coverage remains
in effect from the date of purchase, for the length of
time purchased even though the student^ leaves school.

Benefit Forms
Benefit forms may be obtained frorri the
Student Health Service, National Hospital
Association or most physicians and hospitals
already have regular N.H.A. claims formls on
hand.
>

Thursday, November 16, 1972

L

DATE INSURANCE EXPIRES

25th homecoming for Bill

..

McArthur.

_^r__

Wolves coast to 34-20 win over OTI
It was a crisp, autumn af
ternoon. Great for a homecoming
and even greater for football.
And the Oregon College of
Education Wolves responded by
jumping out to a 20-0 first quarter
lead and then casually coasted to
a 34-20 victory of the poor Owls of
Oregon Tech.
It was Dr. Bill McArthur's 25th
homecoming on the Monmouth
campus and a pleasant if
unexciting win for the dean of the
northwest's grid bosses.
"We won," said McArthur
simply. "We started out fairly
vigorously and then bogged down
when we started moving people
around. But everybody got to
play and we took a look at a lot of
people."
The Wolves had already
clinched second place in the
Evergreen Conference and
missed a tie for the league crown
when
champion
Central
Washington tripped Eastern
Oregon 28-19.
Oregon College has emerged
the victor in four of their last five
contests, upping their overall
record to 5-3. The Pack stands a
good chance to finish with a more
than respectable 7-3 record if
they can muster victories over a
pair of top notch opponents.
Saturday, it's an intersectional
battle when the Wolves play host
to the Montana Tech Orediggers.
The gridders from the Big Sky
country sport a 6-2 record and
McArthur called them the "the
second toughest team we will
meet this season."
And when one considers that
the best team the Wolves have
faced was powerful Santa Clara,
then the Orediggers sound rather
formidable. The matchup will be
the first-ever encounter between
the two schools.
OTI arrived in Monmouth with
a dismal 1-6 record and were
greeted by an enthusiastic
homecoming crowd and a bunch
of enthusiastic Wolves. In fact,
the way the Wolves were moving
in the first quarter, it looked like
a possible repeat of the 63-6
shellacking the Owls received in
Klamath Falls last year.
Electrifying Doug Trice,
running like there was no
tomorrow, was a one-man
demolition crew on OCE's
opening series. Trice made un
canny use of some powerful
blocking and combined speed
with moves to tease the OTI
defense for 50 yards in five
carries.
When quarterback Tom Horn
called his number for the fifth
time, the indomitable Trice
romped 16 yards for the games
first score. But in lunging for the
endzone, Trice found himself
crushed beneath the weight of
several OTI defenders and a
season-ending rib injury may be
the result.
Outside backer Jim Bachmeier
and cornerback John Smith II
combined to get the defense into
the scoring act. Bachmeier
cracked OTI QB Steve Dunsworth just as he was prepareing
to pitch out to his tailback and the
ball squirted loose.
Smith, the fastest man on the
squad, fielded the errant pigskin
on the run and scampered 19
unmolested yards for the score.
Kevin Moen kicked his second
PAT of the afternoon and it was
14-0.
A pair of Horn passes found
their marks as the Wolfpack ran
up a 27-0 lead midway through
the second quarter. Senior Steve
McElravy caught a 13-yarder for
one TD and soph Mike Rooney,
who nabbed four passes for 96
yards, scored on a 33-yarder from
Horn.
A pair of Horn passes found
their marks as the Wolfpack ran
up a 27-0 lead midway through
the second quarter. Senior Steve
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McElravy caught a 13-yarder for
one TD and soph Mike Rooney,
who nabbed four passes for 96
yards, scored on a 33-yarder from
Horn.
Second half action saw
McArthur make even more
liberal use of his subs and the
Wolf offense became even more
liberal with the turnovers. Pack
ballcarriers fumbled eight times,
losing four of them. Yet, the
Wolves still managed to gain
347 yards in total offense, their
highest output of the season.
Ail-American candidate Tim
Hundley, had another out
standing game in his middle
linebacker spot. Called the "best
defender in the conference" by
an OTI assistant coach, Hundley
intercepted a pass, recovered a
fumble, and led the OCE "Big D"
with 10 unassisted tackles.
Ralph VanDeldon, a tiny
receiver from Grants Pass,
saved face for the owls with a
number of unbelievable catches
including two TD's. The
sophomore corralled passes of 11
and 19 yards for the scores
respectively.
Halfback Alex Sanchez tallied
the other markers for OTI with
a one yard run. Ron Comstock
countered with an identical one
yard plunge to round out the
scoring for the Wolves.

Ron Comstock struggles for yardage against OTI in Homecoming game (Photo by Neil Fryer)

Hoopsters view opener
The opening game for the 197273 OCE varsity basketball team
is just two weeks away, and
Coach Bob McCullough has his
troops working hard to be ready.
November 30 is when the season
opens with the 14th annual Tip Off
Tournament.
"We have a fine group this year
with a lot of spirit," said Mc
Cullough. "However, we still
have a long way to go, especially
on defense." McCullough says
that the Wolves will be playing a
pressure defense made neces
sary by their lack of size.
OCE will also hopefully be able
to fastbreak effectively providing
the rebounding is adequate.
Because of this running style of
play, the Wolves are spending
much of their time in practice
working on conditioning.
After two weeks of practice, a
possible starting lineup has taken
shape. Included in this group is
just one player, 6'2" sophomore
Gary Lathen, who started

regularly last year. Lathen has
been playing at one guard spot
along with 5'9" sophomore Hal
Shelley.
The three "big" men have been
6'5" junior Mike Reed, 6'4" junior
Mike Young and 6'4" sophomore
Larry Gahr. All three were lettermen last year.
Two others gaining praise from
McCullough were senior Bob
Foster and junior transfer Pat
Towne, who has been a pleasant
surprise thus far after playing
the past two years at South
western Oregon Community
College.
Coach McCullough planned to
hold a full-scale intersquad
scrimmage yesterday after
which he would trim the squad
from 18 to 14 or 15.
"The attitude of the players has
been tremendous," McCullough
stated, "and if it keeps up we will
certainly be winning games this
year."

Budget Pack

TURKEYS

lb33'

Philadelphia

CREAM CHEESE...?.?*.. 3/*l
Quarterback Tom Horn is nabbed from behind in 34-20 win over OTI
CF U11
Saturday (Photo by Tim Johnson)
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Harriers cop district title
by MITCH LIES

have good races but thev
remained the backbone of the

ChSV"whi""«»kn~

OCE won their first district
cross country title while George
Fox's Curt Ankeny broke David
Fix's three year old course
record and won the individual
honors at last Saturday's District
meet in Portland's Pier Park
The Wolves displayed great
depth as their first finisher, Kirk
Gamble, didn't show any of the
spark which carried him to last
years title. Gamble ran the entire
race in the second pack and
finished fifth.
Fordney repeated last years
performance when he nabbed the
tenth spot. Fordney seemd to be
running in his own little trip, as
their was nobody within 100 yards
of the outstanding senior. "I let
everyone get away from me in
the first mile, so after that all I
did was make sure the pack
behind me didn't move up,"
stated a displeased Fordney.
"Kirk and Rick ran impressive
races last week and didn't have a
good training week," said Coach
Don Spinas. Overall they didn't

This meet was won by the third
fourth and fifth Wolves. Chris
Fatland, Jim Healy and Dale
Barker ran superb races and
proved the difference in OCE's
slim six point margin over Lewis
and Clark.
Fatland lived up to Spinas'
claim as the "most consistent
r«rformer on the team," when he
came through like an ex
perienced journeyman and
picked off four runners in the last
mile.
"Considering that he had no
cross country background before
this year, it's just remarkable,"
stated an elated Spinas after he
had seen Fatland romp to his 13th
place. The freshman from
Condon high school looked superb
throughout the race as his fluid
stride enabled him to stick with
the more experienced runners.
But just sticking with the com
petitions didn't satisfy the picky
newcomer as he convincingly

WOMEN
Apply
Now for,
College Junior
Program:
An exciting summer month.
It may help you
plan your future.
The College Junior Program is an ac
tion-packed course, open only to young
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the Women's Army Corps.
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four summer weeks at Fort McClellan,
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the nation. They're busy weeks of training,
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spend several days at Fort Benning, Georgia,
where you'll see and meet your male Army
counterparts. You'll watch them demon
strate military tactics, and join them in
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Junior Program.
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Name.
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Women's Army Corps
Thursday, November 16, 1972

swept by runner after runner in
the last mile
Healy didn't have Fatland's
kick but he ran a good race,
finishing in the 20th spot. He was
only about 50 yards back of
Fatland through most of the race,
as he ran well in the second and
third miles.
Finishing three slots back of
Healy was Dale Barker. Barker
saved his best performance for
last as this was the first meet he
finished in the top five. With John
Othus and Larry Muller limping
around the treacherous course,
there was a lot of pressure on
Barker's shoulders. A poor
performance on his part would've
handed the meet to the Pioneers.
But Barker rose to the occasion
and came through brilliantly.
The district championship
tastes good anytime you can get
it, but it tastes even better when
you consider the obstacles the
Wolves had to overcome.
While other team were
beginning workouts in early
September the Wolves didn't get
rolling until nearly a month later.
Then when experienced runners
like John Othus and Larry Muller
were hampered by injuries, it left
three yearlings to take other
teams on head to head.

Colorado
voters oust
Olympics
The dreams of Coloradans to
host the 1976 Winter Olympics
may have all but ended. Voters of
that state have denied the further
use of any state tax money for the
Winter Games.
The first reaction to the
selection of Denver for the
prestigious event was that of
satisfaction. The '76 Games
would coincide with the state's
100th birthday and the nation's
200th birthday. Opposition began
soon afterward.
A change in attitude concer
ning the environment of the state,
and the way the Denver Olympics
Organizing Committee (DOOC)
have promoted the games, was
felt by Colorado citizens. The
group most responsible for the
anti-Olympic intiative being put
on the ballot was Citizens for
Colorado's Future (CCF)
More important than the actual
loss of city and state tax money to
the Games is the loss of federal
funds. The money from the state
of
Colorado amounts to
something less than $5 million,
whereas $15.5 million would be
lost from federal aid. A federal
appropriations bill for the Games
has with it a rider that stipulates
there will be no federal
assistance without state funding.
After learning of the outcome
of the voting DOOC president
Carl Temple stated "In the face
of an overwhelming vote - and
both the governor and the mayor
have indicated agreement - it
would not be proper to try to hold
the games, even if the money
were somehow available."
Even though it seems that
another site will have to be
selected all hope has not ended.
Although tax funds have been cut
off, there is still the possibility of
raising the needed money
through private donations. At
torney Harry L. Arkin has for
med Colorado Committee to
Retain the Winter Games to aid
in this effort.

Three top finishers for OCE in last weeks Oregon's NAIA district
meet include from left to right place finisher Rick Fordney, Kirk
Gamble fifth place, and freshman Christ Fatland who finished
thirteenth.
(Photo by Neil Fryer)

As I See
-By Dave LovikIt's about time someone started showing some good
sense. The recent OSAA ruling that Grants Pass must
forfeit eight games because they used an ineligible
player sounds a lot like the Olympic committee
stripping Rick Demont of his gold medal because he
took medicine for his asthma.
If it hadn't been for a court ruling that allowed Grants
Pass to participate in the playoffs (and get clobbered by
Astoria) a gross injustice would have been done to a
bunch of guys who busted their tails all season.
While I condemn the OSAA for rendering such a
decision, the blame has to rest entirely on Medford who
lodged the protest.
It seems that the folks from Medford decided they did
not like the fact that a linebacker moved from Medford
to Grants Pass because he did not like the athletic
system at Medford. So after the season was over and
Medford was second in the Southern Conference, after a
loss to Grants Pass, they decided to win the title by hook
or by crook, and they did it by crook.
OK Medford, so you and Grants Pass are big rivals,
but if you can't beat them on the field the way Astoria
did, pack up your gear and wait until next year. Athletic
championships are meant to be won on the field, not in a
conference room.

+++
Getting back to college football, it was a bad day for
undefeated teams in general, and top conference teams
in particular. Four nationally ranked teams took it in
the teeth. Sixth ranked LSU was the only one who was
not really upset. Their perfect record was spoiled by
number two and also undefeated Alabama 35-21.
Washington saved the face of pre season supporters
by upsetting UCLA 30-21. Michigan State won another
one for Duffy Daugherty, who is retiring after this
season, by whipping Ohio State (number four and also
undefeated) 19-12. And it wasn't even that close. Iowa
State tied Nebraska 23-23 with a last second touchdown
and then proceeded to miss the extra point that would
have won it.
Iowa State has had very good teams the last couple of
years and has been generally overlooked because they
play in the same conference as Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Colorado. Throw out the five defeats and one tie
suffered against these three teams over the past two
years, and the Cyclones are undefeated against some
very formidable opponents.

+++

(continued on page 12)
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Young grapplers not to be counted out
"We are awful young but don't
count us out," said Coach Gale
Davis in reference to this years
wrestling team. "We only have
one returning senior but then we
have a lot of quality freshmen
with a lot of experience."
Last years wrestling team took
sixth in nationals with Rich
Edwards placing first, Connie
Roland fifth and Bill McFadden
sixth. None of these three are
returning and Jeff Williams, Curt
Davis and Javier Reyna are also
missing from last year lineup
leaving Davis with some rather
large holes to plug.

Returning from last year Davis
has Dave Renfro, a junior at 118;
Ron Avertt, a sophomore who
wrestled some varsity last year
at 142; John Sappington, a junior
at 158; Larry Hay ward, a junior
who filled in for the injured
Edwards much of last year; and
Jim Seymour at heavyweight, the
only senior on the squad.
To plug the rest of the holes
Davis has to turn to last years
JV's, transfers, and freshmen.
Court Gardner a freshman looks
really strong at 126, Gary Dahl
another freshman from Lebanon
looks good at 134.

Lovik gives 'Bama
No. 1 ranking
(continued from page 11)

For the first time in I can't remember when, the
Northern division of the Pac-8 scored a clean sweep over
the Southern division. Besides Washington over UCLA,
other Northwest wins came from OSU and WSU over
California and Stanford respectively.
Oregon played out of conference and USC was idle.

+++
There is a new team occupying the top rung of my top
ten this week. Alabama looked unbeatable against a
very good LSU team. And since they don't play either
Michigan or Southern Cal, I am willing to give them the
benefit of the doubt.
6-Nebraska (7-1)
1-Alabama (8-0)
7-Ohio State (7-1)
2-USC (9-0)
8-Auburn (7-1)
3-Michigan (9-0)
9-Tennessee (6-2)
4-Oklahoma (7-1)
10-Texas (7-1)
5-Louisiana St. (7-1)
Last weeks picks were a real disaster. Except for
Oregon State, I went with the California schools and did
as bad as they did. As a result, I went 3-3-1 to drop my
seasons mark to 44-15-1 for a .746 mark. Al Lightner
move over, I'm coming down to join you.
This week is Civil War day in the Pac-8 with some
important games across the rest of the country. Most of
these games, you can throw out the records and flip a
coin. Might not be such a bad idea. Can't do any worse.
Michigan 12 over Purdue- Wolverines are all alone at
the top of the Big Ten but Purdue can win a Rose Bowl
bid with an upset win. Should be something, the third
best team in the league going to a bowl while the other
two stay home. Shouldn't happen.
Tennessee 3 over Mississippi -Got my wires crossed
and picked this one for last week.
Auburn 7 over Georgia-Both are after a major bowl
bid but the Tigers tough defense is the difference.
Colorado 5 over Air Force-Buffaloes will salvage
their pride.
OCE 6 over Montana Tech-Don't know anything about
the Montana team, but the way the Wolves have been
winning lately it's hard to bet against them.
USC 15 over UCLA-Trojans are definitely the best in
the Pac-8.
Stanford 14 over Cal.-Cardinals are a disappointing 54 but are good enough for Cal.
Washington l over WSU-This one could go either way.
OSU 1 over Oregon - Anything can happen in this one
particularly since last place in the Pac-8 is up for grabs.
Oregon has been good and bad on alternating weekends
and this week its time for them to be bad. The Beavers
have been good the last three weeks and are getting
better. Besides, Dee Andros has never lost to Oregon
and would suit up himself if he thought it would help.
Hawaii 17 over Linfield--Lintield has been talking'
playoff but the Rainbows will put an end to that. The
Rainbows have a tough schedule and are trying to move
into big time ball. Their basketball teams have already
gained national prominence and this year the football
t e a m plays the likes of Stanford, Tennessee, and
L i n f i e l d . Quite a range.

Want ads
WANTED: Need a ride to Seattle for the
Thanksgiving weekend. I'd be willing
to share expenses. Please call 838
3390 and ask for Arleen.
NEEDED: Male roommate to share 2
bedroom Apt. $40 per month. May
move in immediately. Call 838 3661
after 2 p.m.
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FOR SALE: 1965 Alaskan pick-up
camper. Stove, refrigerator, sleeps
four. $1,000. 362-6161 anytime.
FOR SALE: Genuine leather coat in
great condition. Worn only once.
Contact Donna Vanuer at 838-3826.

Another freshman, Jon Davis,
will wrestle at either 134-142.
Renfro, Gardner, Dahl and Davis
are the only wrestlers that Davis
will have to fill the first three
weights. If anyone is injured
things could be tough for the red
and gray.
In the middle weights OCE will
have a little more depth with
Terry Danielson from Madison
and John Parsons from Hillsboro
both in the 142 weight class. Curt
Fritz, a transfer from Clackamas
Community and Mike Perry from
Crook County will both wrestle
around 150-158. At 167 Davis has
two wrestlers both from Central.
Larry Derowitch a sophomore
who did not wrestle last year and
John Winters who has been in the
service. Dalton Johnson and
Larry Lee will both vie for the 177
spot and both are returning
sophomores.
Lloyd Graves hopes to come
back from several years of in
action as he was a former State
Champin in the Heavy Weight
division for Central High.
Overall Coach Davis is optomistic about this year's
chances." "If they can get in
condition we should do a good
job." One of his biggest problems
though is depth. He doesn't have
hardly any depth in the lower or
higher weights. With just a
couple injuries the Wolves could
be forced to forfeit some mat
ches.
Davis feels that the reason for
this is that there are a lot of guys
on the campus that could wrestle
on the team but don't want to go
out because they are afraid that
they won't get the chance to
wrestle at the meets. Davis
contends that this isn't true
because with all the matches
OCE has and with the injuries
that do happen in wrestling he is
constantly having to juggle his
line-up.
Besides that he has arranged
several freshmen and JV mat
ches. The problem now is that he

doesn't have enough personal to Sacramento State are among the
fill two complete teams so he wrestling powers that will be
would appreciate it if any ex- coming to OCE this year so there
wrestlers came out to practice should be a lot of action for you
wrestling fans.
with the team.
The Wolves will open their
As far as this years schedule
goes OCE is going to have a lot of season December 2 in a tour
home matches. Last year they nament at Pacific. A lot of the
spent a lot of time on the road and Oregon private schools should be
this year most of those teams are there but Davis feels that Pacific
and the University of Puget
coming to Monmouth.
Humboldt State, Brigham Sound should be the teams to
Young, Washington State and beat.

Wrestling coach Gale Davis mulls team prospects to fill
vacancies from last years team. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Sticksters point for tourney

The regular schedule is over year and it was only the second
now and all that is left for the tie on their record. Cheryl Pat
field hockey team is the Nor terson, the OCE goalie and
thwest College Division Tour Denise Smith deserve a lot ot
nament in Victoria B. C. OCE is credit in that win.
going to be in the class "B"
Against EOC last Friday it
tournament again as they were again looked as if the Wolfettes
last year. It isn't a complete were going to have to settle for a
round robin tournament but the tie, but Bonnie Vicors came
teams in the "B" division will be through in the last minutes ot
divided up into stronger and play with a goal and OCE walke
weaker brackets.
away with a tough 1-0 victory.
OCE will participate in the
In the final game of the regular
stronger bracket along with
Everett Washington, University season OCE lost to PSU for the
of Victoria, Portland State second time this year. This time
The girls volleyball team University, and Centralia the score was 3-1. Laurie Hunner
avenged an earlier season loss to Washington. Last year OCE scored the lone goal. The
the Oregon State girls team in placed first in the stronger "B" Wolfettes played almost the
games played on Thursday; Nov. bracket. This year things could whole game without Nan Collie at
9. The OCE girls won the best two be much tougher for the center halfback and several o
out of three match by scores of 15- Wolfettes.
the other players weren't at full
11, 14-16, and 15-12.
In last weeks action OCE came strength.
OCE took the first game with a up with its biggest game of the
Miss Rice just hopes that
fine team effort.
year when they tied the everyone will be healthy for the
OCE grabbed an early game University of Oregon at Eugene. tournament this weekend so tha
lead with thoughts of the opening
OCE can make a good showing
season loss to the Beaverettes on The U of O is undefeated on the
the OCE courts. In the second
NOW AT
game there was some let down by
the OCE girls. The come back
attempt by OCE was too late as
OSU squeezed out the win to even
the games at one apiece. OCE
won the final game and the
match.
Standouts for the Wolfettes on
offense were Lynn Patterson and
Linda Goodman with 13 and 9
THE
JUG
points respectively while serving.
Jane Ellis, the freshman from
(3.8)
RICH
Gal.
Galdstone, played superbly on
MILK
ONE
defense as she continually
Plus deposit
stopped OSU with her blocking.
The JV's won their matph with
Crescent
the OSU JV's by scores of 11-15,
15-4, and 15-0. It was the first time
all year that the JV's he ?
dropped the first game. Coa ci
Penwell stated that the 1< §>
Reg. - King
100's
might have done some good •§;
$099
"They came alive and rea^
m
played well.
g
^ carton
The OCE teams travel next P
Eugene for an encounter with
University of Oregon. The juni 0
varsity begin play at 6 p.m., w! o
the varsity picking up the acti £
at 7:30 p.m.
-

Volleyballers

bounce Beavers
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